CLOUD DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
VividCloud’s deep experience architecting cloud-based applications and systems
includes an entire team of AWS Certified Solution Architects, Developers, and
DevOps professionals. We maintain up-to-the-minute knowledge of AWS’ services
and the gold standards of design for cloud native systems and applications.
Our Certified Solution Architects engage with our clients’ subject matter experts to turn
requirements into cloud-native architectures that are robust, auto-scaling and fault
tolerant. Architectures that are implemented across multiple Availability Zones and with
a disaster recovery plan in place that ensures business continuity in the event of
catastrophic events.
SERVERLESS ARCHTECTURE
The best design approach with lowest operational cost may be a Serverless architecture.
VividCloud is an advocate for Serverless designs because it is the native architecture of
the cloud and shifts more operational responsibilities to AWS. It eliminates infrastructure
management tasks such as server or cluster provisioning, patching, operating system
maintenance, and capacity provisioning. Instead, Lambda functions are triggered to
launch automatically within milliseconds and scale appropriately.
CONTAINERS
Containers could be a vital part of a client’s new architecture, encapsulating applications
in self-contained environments. Containers enable quicker deployments, closer parity
between development environments, and infinite scalability. AWS Elastic Container
Service (ECS) is a fully managed container orchestration service on AWS. Amazon Elastic
Kubernetes Service (EKS) is AWS’ fully managed Kubernetes service. Fargate is a
serverless compute engine for containers on the AWS cloud platform, combining the
advantages of containerized development and a serverless architecture.
VIVIDCLOUD FOR NEW CLOUD NATIVE SYSTEMS
Our clients look to VividCloud to incorporate DevOps and CI/CD pipelines into new
cloud native systems. Continuous Integration (CI), Continuous Delivery or Continuous
Deployment (CD) is a set of operating principles and practices that automate the
deployment of releases. CI/CD pipelines allow application development teams to
deliver code changes more frequently and reliably because they remain focused on
meeting business requirements, code quality, and security.
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OPTIMIZED WITH AWS
VividCloud chooses from 15 purpose-built database engines on the AWS platform to
optimize the design and performance of the client’s data management requirements.
These engines include relational, key-value, document, in-memory, graph, time series,
and ledger databases. By expertly choosing one or more databases VividCloud is able
to architect the best solution for the client’s specific set of challenges, including data
lakes for analytic platforms.
With the fully managed database services on AWS, the client’s platform will be 3-5 times
faster than popular products, while free of database management tasks such as server
provisioning, patching, setup, configuration, backups, or recovery.
CYBERSECURITY
Cybersecurity is a first-line requirement for every system VividCloud designs. Expert use
of AWS’ cloud security features result in systems that allow the client to control where
their data is stored, who can access it, who has accessed it and what resources the
system is consuming at any given moment. Fine-grain identity and access controls
across system boundaries combined with continuous monitoring provide for near realtime security information.
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